INTRODUCTION
Here and throughout the sequel, E is a real separable and reflexive Banach space, X is a weakly closed unbounded subset of E, and , are two (non-constant) sequentially weakly lower semicontinuous * E-mail: cordaro@dipmat.unime.it. has been clearly shown by Ricceri in a series of recent papers ( [2] [3] [4] [4] improving Theorem 3.1 of [3] ) which is a new, useful tool to get multiplicity results for non-linear boundary value problems ([1, 2, 4] ).
In [3] , just in view of an application to the Dirichlet problem, Ricceri pointed out a natural way to get (l), with a linear h ( [3] , Proposition 3.1). At the same time, he asked ( [3] , Remark 5.2) whether it may happen that for a suitable continuous concave function h, (1) holds, while, for every p E R, one has inf sup ((x)+ A((x)+ p)).
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We prove that b(p) < a(p) = (2) and (3) a(p) < b(p) = (4)and (5). (3) .
The inequality (4) sup inf
that implies (5).
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Let p E ]infx 9, supx[ be such that (2) and (3) hold. In the previous proof"(//) = (iil)" we saw that (2) =, b(p) < a(p), then at first we have
Thus we can choose Ap Ap for which infxx'b(
Let p E ]infx , supx [ be such that (4) and (5) 
The second inequality contradicts (4).
The first inequality implies that, for some
and this is absurd.
that implies the equality
It is easily seen that, if 
owing to (ii), then we have (4) and (5) 
where c(p) infxe,-,O-o,pl) ((x) + 7((x) p)). Let us prove (a).
Ifj n-the thesis is obvious.
Let j<n-1, inequalities obviously hold for k=j. Put T= {j < k < n 1/such that the inequalities hold}, then T since j E T.
-i Let rn E T with rn < n 2, we denote Am,m+l Consequently, by (10), it follows inf J)(x, aj+) < inf fm+ (X, Ogm+l ).
By (7), we have 
then it is seen, by similar arguments to those in the proof ofassertion (a),
Because of (7) and rn E T, we also have then the equality (6) is implied by assertion (b). 2nd Step
We prove that the equality (6) holds, when infxex ( 
